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For a class of real machines using only linear functionals as computations and 
equality-tests, we show that the classes P and NP differ. o 1992 Academic press, I X .  
We consider a special kind of (real) Blum-Shub-Smale machines (cf. 
Blum et al., 1989) where the following operations are allowed: 
-linear computations (i.e., y + cI . XI + * * * + Cj . xj + b and Ci, b E R 
are constants of the machine) 
-equality-tests (“Xi = O?“; note: at any step of a computation, a regis- 
ter-entry xi can be gained by one linear computation from the input 
data. Hence every equality-test checks, whether a special linear form in 
the given input vanishes or not.) 
-copy-instructions (COpy(i, j): [xi t Xj]) 
(see also Dobkin and Lipton, 1979, where for fixed input dimension a 
similar concept is used). 
Restricted to the above constraints, the complexity classes PIin and 
NPIIn can be defined as in (Blum et al., 1989). 
THEOREM. Plin # NPIi,. 
Proof. Consider the decision-problem: 
(4 
given m, n E IT& A E Iw”““, b E [Wm; is the equation 
A . z = b solvable for z in (0, lp? 
We prove: (A) belongs to NZ’Iin but not to PIin. 
First we show membership in NPIi,: 
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An instance of (A) is represented in the form (n, m, all, . . . , aIn, 6,) 
a219 * . * 3 b,) (A = [a~], b = (bf , . . . , b,)), that is, the first (n + 1) * 
m + 2 registers are reserved. Now a solution w E (0, 1)” is guessed and is 
stored in the next n registers. In order to check whether A . w = 6, m 
products (w, - 1) * (ai, bi)T will be evaluated (1 5 i 5 m, (ai, bi)T denoting 
the transpose of the ith row of (A, 6)). The only problem is to show that 
the number of copy instructions is polynomially bounded in (n, m). To 
this aim it suffices that the addresses of the used data can be computed by 
a polynomial number of linear operations: An elementary computation 
yields that for 1 5 i I m and 1 % j I n, the element a0 is stored in register 
2 + (n + 1) * ( i - 1) + j (for bi a similar formula holds), whereas wj is 
stored in register 2 + (n + 1) . m + j. Obviously, the latter can be 
implemented in polynomial time using a fixed number of working registers 
and linear operations. It follows: (A) belongs to the class ZVPli”. 
Now assume M to be a linear deterministic machine deciding (A); let us 
fix m and n. We show that along at least one computation-path of M an 
exponential number of a very special type of linear tests has to be done. 
Given the question whether a system of m equations A . z = b, z E 
(0, 1)” is solvable. For w E (0, 1)” let us define S, : = {(A, 6) E Rmx(n+‘)lA - 
w = b}; for some u, w, .z E (0, l>“, u # w let (A, b) E S,,\U,+ S,, (A b) E 
S”U#” S,, and y be the computation-path for (A, b). All elements x E 
(WmQ+l) which are computed along y satisfy a linear system B, * x = cl and 
B2 . x # ~2. It follows by elementary convexity and continuity arguments 
that (A, &) cannot be computed along y. Thus every set S,,\U,+,, S, must 
be decided along an own path (except perhaps a lower dimensional subset 
of S,). 
For the moment we want to consider only tests checking equality in the 
first equation of A * z = b, z E (0, I>“. In order to separate completely two 
different sets S,\S, and S,\S, by linear tests, for an input (A, b) either the 
test “(w, -1) * (al, bJT = O?” or the test “(u, -1) * (aI, bdT = O?” has to 
be performed (in fact this must be done for every equation; moreover 
w.1.o.g we can assume that no other linear tests than those of the form 
(z, -1) * xT = 0, z E (0, l>” can appear). 
Since for every w E (0, 1)” somewhere in the computation-tree of M the 
test “(w, - 1) * xT = O?” has to be carried out let k, be the first level where 
this is done. Let w. be some O-l vector corresponding to Max{k,, w E 
(0, 1)“). Then all other sets S,\S,, , w # w. have to be separated before the 
test “(wo, - 1) . xT = O?” is made. Since k,, 2 k, the according test which 
is used for this separation must be “(w, -1) . xT = O?“. This shows that 
the corresponding path consists of at least 2”-i branches (namely, one for 
every w E (0, l}“\{wo}). 
Since m is independent from n the assertion follows. 
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